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Abstract

28

Given that mentally activating negative stereotypes about our social groups impairs our performance,

29

can questioning the stereotype effectively disrupt this phenomenon? We experimentally tested an

30

intervention of this type in several samples of athletes. Performance was consistently much improved,

31

both in statistical and in practical terms, when participants were encouraged to question the stereotype

32

than when they were merely reminded of the stereotype. These effects held regardless of the content of

33

the stereotype and the group targeted. Process evidence suggests that questioning the stereotype buffers

34

performance primarily via affect: the intervention stops athletes from worrying. Taken together, these

35

findings indicate that adopting a simple yet powerful questioning stance protects targets of stereotypes

36

against the performance impairments that they would otherwise typically experience.

37
38
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Questioning Stereotypes Disrupts the Effects of Stereotype Threat
A ubiquitous feature of complex human social environments is that certain groups are

44

stereotyped as inferior and others as superior. Activating individuals’ awareness of this social fact

45

impairs the performance of negatively stereotyped groups (Steele et al., 2002) and improves the

46

performance of positively stereotyped groups (Walton & Cohen, 2003).

47

Sport is a relevant place to study how stereotypes are maintained through expectancy

48

confirmation (see, e.g., Stone et al., 1997). More recently, attention has turned from perceivers to

49

targets of stereotypes, and the fact that athletes “perform” is now central to this research program,

50

rather than incidental. That stereotypes impair sporting performance in particular—alongside

51

intellectual performance, where the phenomenon was first observed—is now well documented (for

52

reviews, see Beilock & McConnell, 2004; Chalabaev, Sarrazin et al., 2013; Gentile et al., 2018; Smith

53

& Martiny, 2018). Such effects have been noted across technical aspects of many sports—basketball

54

(Krendl et al., 2012), golf-putting (Grimm et al., 2016), soccer (Grabow & Kühl, 2019; Hermann &

55

Vollmeyer, 2016; Heidrich & Chiviacowsky, 2015), and tennis (Hively & El-Alayli, 2014)—and even

56

strength tasks (Deshayes, Clément-Guillotin al., 2019; Deshayes, Zory et al., 2019). As a result, there

57

are now calls to better understand stereotype threat, not merely to further basic research but also to

58

support its application to sporting practice (Smith & Martiny, 2018).

59

Across all this research, the typical conclusion is that the effects of priming negative stereotypes

60

are almost universally negative. Part of what makes the connection appear so strong is how

61

straightforward it is to produce impairments; a simple word from one person (Hively & El-Alayli,

62

2014) can trigger the intrapsychic domino chain that leads performance to suffer. However, despite the

63

evidence from this early stereotype threat research, more recent work questions whether the

64

relationship from stereotypes to individual performance is inevitable (e.g., Deshayes, Clément-
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65

Guillotin al., 2019; Deshayes, Zory et al., 2019), or whether targets of social stereotypes can avoid the

66

effects of stereotype activation.

67

Researchers have developed and tested a number of promising interventions to combat

68

stereotype threat effects. For example, performance seems to be reliably buffered when targets affirm a

69

personal value (Salles et al., 2016), cultivate in-group role models (Van Camp et al., 2019), or practice

70

“routinizing” the basic operations necessary for performance (Beilock et al., 2007). Unfortunately,

71

what nearly all interventions have in common is that they are difficult for non-experts to administer

72

quickly “field-side” (for an exception, see Martiny et al., 2015). The self-affirmation protocol, for

73

example, requires several minutes of writing, which would not be easy to administer on the field or

74

even in a locker room. Math practice works best if it is spaced out over several intensive sessions; the

75

protocol developed by Beilock et al. (2007, Experiment 4) requires three different practice sets of 212

76

math problems. Cultivating role models can take months or years of in-person interaction—even in its

77

simplest incarnation, it is not something an athlete can plausibly pause to do before a high-stakes

78

performance opportunity. These interventions may be effective, but the time required to implement

79

them makes them impractical.

80

More importantly, to date, none of these interventions has taken the approach of encouraging

81

targets to explicitly question the validity and legitimacy of negative stereotypes. The fact that such an

82

intervention approach has been overlooked is surprising, given that a number of influential theoretical

83

perspectives identify the benefits of mobilizing an alternative mentality: tapping into challenge rather

84

than threat (Blascovich & Tomaka, 1996); promotion rather than prevention (Higgins, 1998); or

85

resistance to, rather than acceptance of, inequalities and injustices (see Salvatore et al., in press, for a

86

review in the domain of sport). Research informed by the social identity approach to intergroup

87

relations (Tajfel & Turner, 1979) is of particular relevance here because it shows that the motivation to

88

resist or de-legitimate an existing status hierarchy arises spontaneously among members of
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89

disadvantaged groups (Haslam & Reicher, 2012) and that this motivation can be harnessed to improve

90

individual performance (Green et al., 2018; Rees et al., 2013). In summary, other interventions may be

91

overlooking the active and agentic role that targets themselves can play in neutralizing stereotype threat

92

and buffering their own performance.

93

Cultivating a questioning mindset—one characterized by explicit skepticism of the legitimacy

94

and validity of stereotypes, and critical thinking about the basis of self-relevant stereotypes—seems to

95

have potential, then, as an intervention for stereotype threat. In principle, the benefit could emerge

96

quickly via a reminder that short-circuits the processes that underlie performance impairment.

97

Surprisingly, this idea does not seem to have been directly tested. Only two papers appear to exist that

98

test similar ideas empirically. The first (Alter et al., 2010) shows that reframing stereotype-relevant

99

tasks as challenges rather than threats can combat stereotype threat effects. However, in this research,

100

participants were not asked to directly question the basis for the stereotype and explicitly question its

101

validity and legitimacy. The challenge manipulation was focused on the difficulty or threat of the task,

102

rather than being focused on calling the stereotype itself into question. The second (Smith & Postmes,

103

2011) is more closely aligned to the present study’s manipulation; it shows that challenging a

104

stereotype through an extended group discussion can reduce the extent to which individuals’ later

105

behavior conforms to that stereotype. More specifically, the average math performance of men

106

diverges from that of women after a lengthy discussion affirming a well-known stereotype linking

107

gender with math, whereas the groups’ performance converges after a lengthy discussion challenging

108

it. It is not clear, however, whether these findings were contingent upon the group processes that

109

emerged in the extended discussion (the length of which is central to the authors’ argument), or can be

110

observed much more quickly when individual participants question a stereotype after only minimal

111

cueing from another person.

112

Here—in the first study of its type—we developed and tested a novel, direct, swift, and real-to-
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113

life stereotype-questioning intervention among several samples of athletes threatened by different

114

stereotypes about athletic competence: female cricketers and female soccer players thinking about

115

threatening gender stereotypes (Experiment 1), male cricketers thinking about threatening stereotypes

116

specific to their team (Experiment 1), and male soccer players thinking about threatening national

117

stereotypes (Experiments 2 and 3). In addition, in Experiment 3, we sought to examine potential

118

processes understood in the stereotype threat literature to mediate poor performance (DeCaro et al.,

119

2011).

120
121

Pilot Testing
As all participants in our experiments were based in the United Kingdom (UK), we undertook

122

pilot testing to confirm widespread awareness of several stereotypes within the UK. The approach we

123

took in this regard was similar to that used by others (e.g., Gibson et al., 2014; Martiny et al., 2015) to

124

assess awareness of stereotypes.

125

First, students studying sport and health sciences (n = 23) were asked to agree or disagree that

126

“Regardless of what I myself believe, most people would privately agree” that women are inferior to

127

men at football (the term for soccer in the UK), at cricket, and at sports in general. The findings

128

confirmed that, in the UK, the stereotype that women are less competent than men at sports is broadly

129

familiar: pilot participants unanimously agreed that most people would privately agree that “women are

130

not as good as men at” both sports, and 19 of the 23 agreed about the statement involving sports in

131

general. Given the UK national dialogue around sexism in soccer (see Magowan, 2011, for an example

132

of part of this dialogue), this was a particularly promising context in which to seek further evidence of

133

our ideas about how salient stereotypes can be effectively neutralized.

134

Similarly, the same undergraduates were asked to agree or disagree with three statements

135

assessing the stereotype that English footballers are more likely than players of other nationalities to

136

“choke under pressure” when taking penalties. We used the same stem—“Regardless of what I myself
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137

believe, most people would privately agree that”—and then three items: “Compared to the rest of the

138

men’s football world, England are terrible at penalty shootouts” (resulting in unanimous agreement);

139

“Other teams in men’s world football know that England can be counted upon to choke in penalty

140

shoot-outs” (16 agreed, 6 disagreed, 1 missing data point); and “It must be something about the

141

international spotlight, but English male players just can't cut it in football penalty shootouts” (13

142

agreed, 10 disagreed). In each item, then, there was at least majority agreement with the idea that a

143

national stereotype about choking under pressure is familiar to most people in the UK context (Burt,

144

2012)—though note that there was also a non-trivial level of disagreement for two of the three items.

145

Combining with these pilot data are several other sources of information—popular media (e.g., BBC,

146

2017; Lyttleton, 2014), online discussion forums (e.g., Dernoncourt, 2014), and scholarly publications

147

(e.g., Jordet, 2009)—that together give us reasonable confidence in the familiarity of these stereotypes

148

within the UK context. We used these pilot testing materials to create the targeted stereotype

149

reminders used for each of the samples in these experiments (see Appendix A).

150

Experiment 1

151

We first aimed to test the basic hypothesis that questioning stereotypes effectively buffers

152

different types of athletes from the performance impairments induced by various stereotype threats. In

153

addition, we aimed to compare our intervention to an alternative one with established efficacy, namely

154

cognitive load. Stereotype threat works partly by disrupting automatic processes (such as well-learned

155

mental or sporting tasks) in favor of controlled processes (such as actively monitoring our performance;

156

Chalabaev, Brisswalter et al., 2013; Mazerolle et al., 2012; Schmader et al., 2008). To add cognitive

157

load is to increase the burden on working memory. In the case of mental tasks, this subtracts from the

158

resource that needs to be devoted to the task (e.g., math problems), but in the case of sporting tasks, it

159

diverts the athlete’s attention away from their motor actions and thereby short-circuits the tendency to

160

overthink those actions under threat. For our samples of high-level athletes, the experimental tasks are
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161

well-learned and automatic motor procedures, so cognitive load should improve their performance

162

under stereotype threat. Importantly, though, we expected that questioning the stereotypes relevant to

163

their identity would be even more beneficial. This expectation of our questioning manipulation

164

improving performance over and above the effect of cognitive load necessitated the order of treatment

165

presentation (see below).

166

For this experiment, we used a multi-phase procedure in which all participants received all three

167

levels of our treatment—first the threat induction, followed by the cognitive load induction, and last the

168

questioning induction—and each phase was followed by a performance opportunity. Given the limited

169

numbers of high-level athletes available as participants, this within-participants design allowed us to

170

conserve participant resources and optimize power. We predicted that cognitive load would improve

171

performance relative to the initial threat, and we further predicted that questioning the stereotypes

172

would further improve performance. To test these predictions, we used repeated-measures analyses of

173

variance to assess changes in performance across the three rounds. We report follow-up comparisons

174

between each round using the Bonferroni adjustment to manage multiple comparisons.

175

Method

176

Two types of athletes, soccer (football) players and cricketers, volunteered to participate. All

177

experimental protocols, both here and in subsequent studies, were reviewed and approved by university

178

ethics committees. The soccer sample, comprising 40 members of three teams of female soccer

179

players, aged 18-31, was relatively elite; for example, it included three international-level players. The

180

cricket samples comprised a total of 40 players (20 men aged 18-26 and 20 women aged 18-22), all

181

drawn from strong cricket teams with several players competitive at the regional level. Because of the

182

high player quality in Experiment 1—the required skills were well learned and substantively rehearsed,

183

and the players were both experienced and technically expert—we reasoned that the risk of practice
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185

development—was very low.
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186

All participants in Experiment 1 were tested individually during the course of a normal practice

187

session, in which they had already warmed up and practiced the various component skills of their sport.

188

They were each pulled aside individually for three performance rounds appropriate to their sport—that

189

is, penalty shots in soccer and bowling in cricket.

190

A penalty shot consists of kicking at the goal while a goalkeeper is present and actively

191

attempting to defend the goal. Our soccer goal was FIFA-approved (2.44m high x 7.32m wide). Each

192

participant took the kick from the penalty spot at a distance of 11m away from the goal, using a size 5

193

Mitre Calcio soccer ball. A Panasonic NV-M40 video camera was used to confirm the success of the

194

shots. The soccer players took three rounds of ten penalty shots, with 1 scored for each successful

195

penalty and 0 for penalties that were missed or saved by the goalkeeper (three goalkeepers were used,

196

each participating in all three conditions within the group of players they faced; hence goalkeeper is not

197

confounded with condition). Therefore, for each participant we recorded a score out of 10 representing

198

the number of successful penalties at each phase.

199

Bowling in cricket is similar to baseball pitching, but normally entails the ball bouncing off the

200

ground before it reaches its target. To bowl, participants aimed at a designated target that was 22 yards

201

away (the standard length of a cricket wicket) that we had designed especially for this study. It

202

consisted of a regular set of “stumps” and different target areas around the stumps. The cricketers

203

completed three rounds of a bowling task. They were assigned a score of between 0 and 10 for each

204

bowl, for a total of between 0 and 100 points per round. Participants were given points for where the

205

ball hit the target: ten points if the participant hit the stumps; five if the ball marginally missed the

206

stumps to the left, right or above; two, one or zero as the ball moved further away from the stumps. A

207

video camera with a tripod recorded where each ball had hit the target.
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All of the inductions involved a short paragraph spoken out loud by the experimenter to the

209

individual participant. First, we simply reminded participants of the relevant stereotype. The

210

stereotype we used among the men involved the reputation and status of their team within the league.

211

The stereotype we used among the women was a gender stereotype. We designed the threat induction

212

wordings based on familiarity with manipulations used in the stereotype threat literature (e.g., Cadinu

213

et al., 2005; Stone & McWhinnie, 2008). Next, to create cognitive load, following past researchers

214

(e.g., Wegner et al., 1998), we requested that participants take their penalty shots or bowls while

215

counting backwards continuously from one thousand by threes. Lastly, we encouraged participants to

216

question the validity and legitimacy of the stereotype (see Appendix A for details of the wordings we

217

used for the threat inductions and to encourage questioning in each sample).

218

Results and Discussion

219

As predicted, the repeated measures ANOVA (with Greenhouse-Geisser correction) revealed

220

that the soccer players’ scores improved notably across the three rounds, F(1.72, 66.95) = 5.42, p =

221

.009, η2 = .12. Specifically, they averaged 5.25 shots (SE = .35) out of 10 after being reminded of the

222

stereotype that women are inferior athletes, improved to 5.85 shots (SE = .29) under cognitive load; and

223

further improved to 6.13 shots (SE = .28) after questioning the stereotype. With the Bonferroni

224

correction, neither of the two incremental increases was independently significant (both ps >.07), but

225

the net increase across both phases was (p = .032; d = .42). Overall, then, participants made nearly a

226

full shot more after they had questioned the validity of the stereotype than when they first were

227

reminded of it.

228

Independently, the cricketers’ scores also improved notably across the three rounds, F(1.57,

229

61.02) = 62.76, p < .001, η2 = .62. Specifically, they averaged a score of 34.83 (SE = 1.99) out of a

230

possible 100 points after being reminded of the negative stereotype; improved to 45.38 (SE = 2.09)

231

under cognitive load (p <.001 for the incremental improvement); and further improved to 51.03 (SE =
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232

2.05) after questioning the stereotype (p <.001 for the incremental improvement). Thus, the

233

questioning process was effective in improving performance over and above the effects of cognitive

234

load.1 The significant change across both phases (p < .001) was associated with an effect size of d =

235

1.44.

236

In sum, as predicted, questioning the stereotype improved mean performance relative to the

237

initial threat. Among the two samples of cricketers, we observed initial improvement under load

238

followed by even greater improvement after questioning the stereotype, and the effect size for the total

239

improvement was considerable. This provides important initial evidence that stereotype threat

240

performance effects are not inevitable; instead, they can be ameliorated or eliminated by a short, simple

241

intervention that includes encouraging athletes to proactively question the validity and legitimacy of

242

the stereotype.

243
244

Experiment 2
We recruited a new sample of high-level athletes in order to conduct a test of replication. We

245

also aimed to extend our investigation beyond the prior experiment in two important ways. First, given

246

that cognitive load on its own did not always result in improvements relative to the initial threat in

247

Experiment 1, we omitted further exploration of cognitive load to focus more clearly on the key

248

comparison (threat vs. questioning). Second and more important, we took the opportunity to refine the

249

study design to more definitively rule out the alternative explanation that our results were due to order

250

effects. Although it is not very plausible that the athletes participating in Experiment 1 experienced

251

substantial practice effects, given their high level of play, and not very plausible that they warmed up

252

as time passed, given that a warm-up had already occurred during the session, it is possible that

253

improvement might have stemmed from the increasing fatigue of the goalkeeper. Therefore we sought

254

in Experiment 2 to clearly eliminate confounding variables with a between-participants design.
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Method
Experiment 2 allowed us to compare threat versus questioning in the context of a between-

257

participants design. Male soccer players (n = 98, aged 18 to 23) volunteered to participate. In a

258

balanced design, each participant (n = 49 in each group) took ten penalty shots after being reminded of

259

the negative national stereotype or after being reminded of it and then encouraged to question and resist

260

it. With only a single opportunity to take penalty shots, improvement due to practice was not possible.

261

Participants in Experiment 2 were members of university intercollegiate competitive (not

262

intramural) teams. While not internationally elite, all participants were experienced soccer players who

263

trained twice weekly and played twice weekly in competitive British Universities and regional leagues.

264

Given the results of the pilot study as reported above as well as media coverage (Burt, 2012; see also

265

Jordet, 2009, for an example of scholarly attention), we can be confident that this sample of English

266

players was aware of the stereotype that English soccer players choke in international competition. It is

267

important to note that, not being members of the English national team themselves, these participants

268

are a step further removed than those in Experiment 1 from the direct self-relevance of the stereotype.

269

During a normal practice session, having already warmed up and practiced various typical

270

soccer skills, participants took ten penalty shots as described above for Experiment 1. Prior to this,

271

participants received, by random assignment, either a simple reminder of the stereotype (threat

272

condition) or an invitation to question the stereotype. We again assessed performance by assigning

273

each penalty kick a score of either 0 or 1, so that each participant received a score out of 10 (four

274

goalkeepers were used, each participating in the two conditions within the group of players they faced;

275

hence goalkeeper is not confounded with condition).

276

Results and Discussion

277
278

Consistent with the previous findings, participants in the questioning condition (M = 7.82, SE =
.20) scored more penalties than those in the threat condition (M = 6.90, SE = .23), t(96) = 3.05, p =
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279

.003, Cohen’s d = .62. These findings robustly replicated the performance differences first shown in

280

the previous samples, although we should note that we only tested the logic of our between-participants

281

predictions in one sport (rather than using both soccer and cricket samples, as in Experiment 1).

282

Furthermore, they more definitively established that order effects, if present in Experiment 1, could not

283

fully explain those differences. However, given the lack of a ‘true’ control condition, we could not

284

speak to what produced performance differences. We sought to address this question in Experiment 3.

285

Experiment 3

286

Though results across the first two experiments supported the idea that questioning improves

287

performance, neither included a true control condition. We therefore tested our logic among a further

288

sample of athletes—this time, male soccer players who each took five penalty shots after being

289

randomly assigned to either a true control condition or the threat condition or the threat-then-

290

questioning condition. The true control was intended to illuminate whether the effect was more

291

attributable to impairments (under threat) or to improvement (with questioning).

292

In addition, we compared three performance-undermining mental processes noted in the

293

stereotype threat literature (Beilock & McConnell, 2004; Schmader et al., 2008; Schmader, 2010) that

294

might be helpfully disrupted by the experience of questioning the legitimacy of a stereotype. We asked

295

participants to report on their conscious experiences of monitoring and thinking about their

296

performance (a cognitive mechanism); of automatically executing the movement without active

297

thought (a motor mechanism); and of worrying about “messing up” (an affective mechanism; see also

298

Hermann & Vollmeyer, 2015). We chose these because various processes can mediate poor

299

performance either individually or in combination (DeCaro et al., 2011), and we reasoned that it would

300

be helpful to distinguish between them.

301

Method

302

Male soccer players (n = 132, aged 18 to 32) volunteered to participate in Experiment 3. The
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303

procedure was nearly identical to the one we used with Experiment 2, with the following modifications.

304

First, to reduce the length of the session and make it possible for more players to participate,

305

participants took five penalty shots instead of ten. Second, to optimize interpretability, we added a true

306

control condition: by random assignment without replacement, one-third of participants took their

307

penalty shots without hearing anything at all about the national stereotype. In this experiment, two

308

goalkeepers were used, each participating in all three conditions within the group of players they faced;

309

hence goalkeeper is not confounded with condition.

310

Last, to distinguish between various mechanisms, we assessed several potential mediators with

311

one self-report item each, responded to on a scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (extremely so). We

312

assessed a cognitive/attentional mechanism (conscious experiences of monitoring) with the wording

313

While taking your penalty kicks, to what extent were you deliberately monitoring and thinking about

314

your technique and the process of penalty-taking? We assessed a motor mechanism (automatically

315

executing the movement without conscious thought) with the wording While taking your penalty kicks,

316

to what extent were you doing things automatically and without thinking? We assessed an affective

317

mechanism (worry about making errors) with the wording While taking your penalty kicks, to what

318

extent were you worried about messing up? We analyzed mediation using the PROCESS module for

319

SPSS (Hayes & Preacher, 2014).

320

Results & Discussion

321

Replicating findings from the previous samples, we observed significant differences in penalty

322

performance across the three groups, F(2,129) = 11.02, p < .001, η2 = .15. The stereotype-threatened

323

group (M = 2.75, SE = .19) performed worse than the questioning group (M = 3.50, SE = .14), Tukey’s

324

HSD p = .003, and also worse than the control group (M = 3.75, SE = .13), Tukey’s HSD p < .001.

325

There was no difference between the questioning group and the control group, Tukey’s HSD p = .499
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326

(see Figure 4). Questioning appears to help protect athletes from the performance impairments that

327

would otherwise be triggered by activation of negative stereotypes.

328

Descriptive statistics for the mechanisms variables are reported in Table 1. Analyses of

329

variance suggested that there were differences across conditions for these mechanisms variables. For

330

conscious experiences of monitoring, ANOVA (F2,129 = 28.57, p < .001, η2 = .31) with Tukey HSD

331

follow-ups demonstrated differences between control and threat (p < .001), between control and

332

questioning (p = .01) and between threat and questioning (p < .001). For automatically executing the

333

movement, ANOVA (F2,129 = 22.142, p < .001, η2 = .26) with Tukey HSD follow-ups demonstrated

334

differences between control and threat (p < .001), and between threat and questioning (p < .001), but

335

not between control and questioning (p = .07). For worrying about messing up, ANOVA (F2,129 =

336

33.20, p < .001, η2 = .34) with Tukey HSD follow-ups demonstrated differences between control and

337

threat (p < .001), between control and questioning (p = .002) and between threat and questioning (p <

338

.001). Initial correlational analyses supported a relationship between all three of the potential

339

mechanisms and performance. Conscious experiences of monitoring (r = -.35, p < .001), automatically

340

executing the movement (r = .30, p < .001), and worrying about messing up (r = -.41, p < .001) were

341

each associated with penalty performance. In a regression with all three predictors entered

342

simultaneously, however, only worrying about messing up emerged as a significant predictor on its

343

own (b = -.25, p = .007).

344

Next we compared the indirect effects of the three potential mechanisms. First we re-coded the

345

condition variable using indicator coding, with the threat condition providing the reference group.

346

Subsequently, we examined whether all three potential mechanisms, entered simultaneously into one

347

analysis, acted as mediators of the performance effect. Of the three, consistent with the statistic

348

reported in the prior paragraph, only worrying was significantly associated with performance (b = -.21,

349

p = .03). Furthermore, it was only for the worrying variable that the confidence intervals around the
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350

indirect effects of the questioning group (versus threat: .22, CI [.03, .49]) and the control group (versus

351

threat: .38, CI [.05, .80]) did not include zero, suggesting that it was this mechanism that mediated the

352

performance effect, rather than the other two potential mechanisms. We concluded that the more

353

cognitive and motor mechanisms did not produce the stereotype threat disruption effect.

354

With a true control condition as a comparison for the interventions, these findings provided

355

further evidence of our claim that directly questioning stereotypes buffers the performance impairment

356

that would otherwise occur when the stereotype was front of mind. It also provides initial evidence of

357

how this simple intervention does so (although we should note the psychometric limitations inherent in

358

the use of our single-item process measures). Questioning does not appear to stop athletes from

359

overthinking a familiar and thus typically unmonitored task, and it does not appear to disrupt their

360

execution of that task; rather, it appears to stop them from worrying about “messing up.”

361
362

General Discussion
Stereotype threat effects have been so extensively documented in sport psychology that the

363

literature has matured into a phase of meta-analyses (e.g., Gentile et al., 2018) and commentary (e.g.,

364

Smith & Martiny, 2018). As we noted at the outset, most researchers now accept the conclusion that,

365

unless an active intervention occurs, such effects reliably lead to impaired performance. Such

366

interventions, however, typically require a good deal of time—or at a minimum, a writing implement or

367

a screen—to implement, and they target micro-level intrapsychic processes that have no larger

368

implications for the stereotype itself. The aim of the present research was to contribute to this effort by

369

demonstrating that these impairments can be productively disrupted in a much simpler way. We found

370

that the simple action of inspiring participants to question the validity and legitimacy of a threatening

371

stereotype to which they were exposed was enough to protect them from the performance impairments

372

that one would normally expect to follow. Interestingly, this logic may generalize beyond the domain
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373

of sport into more socio-political arenas. Indeed, questioning can be a tool for the reorganization of

374

entrenched social / socio-political hierarchies—both in sport and beyond.

375

The effect we observed was robust—it held across tests in multiple samples involving two

376

different sports and a variety of stereotypes—and it is important on both theoretical and practical

377

grounds. Theoretically, we were able to show that resistance to stereotypes need not require extended

378

group conversation (Smith & Postmes, 2011) to be effective. In addition, we were able to provide (in

379

our final experiment) some preliminary evidence about how and why these effects might have

380

occurred. Our observations among the final sample suggest that, rather than our intervention protecting

381

performance via processes of explicit monitoring or motor automaticity, participants were helped via

382

the process (cf. Martiny et al., 2015) of becoming less concerned about making errors.

383

Practically speaking, too, the finding that effective protection from stereotypes need not require

384

extended multi-person input has important implications when working in the field. Indeed, all those

385

working with athletes will welcome the news that a brief intervention has such a powerful effect (Smith

386

& Martiny, 2018), because most interventions and manipulations typically require a significant amount

387

of time. Indeed, the intervention we tested here is an extremely practical one: in contrast to other

388

intervention strategies (see, e.g., Smith & Postmes, 2011), it can be easily administered by coaches,

389

leaders, managers, and educators “in the moment” and without cost. In its ease of use, it is akin to an

390

intervention in which coaches can remind negatively stereotyped team members (e.g., women athletes)

391

that they are also positively stereotyped (e.g., high-ranked within their league; Martiny et al., 2015).

392

Since directly questioning stereotypes is both simple and effective, it deserves to be widely available to

393

practitioners as an intervention option.2 The above said, one would need to use caution in directly

394

applying the results from these experiments, in cases where athletes had not already been negatively

395

affected by stereotype threat, because the performance of our questioning group (in Experiment 3) was

396

slightly lower (albeit non-significantly) than the control group. The main implication would be that
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397

if/when coaches hear or see athletes experiencing a negative stereotype, they should indeed then use

398

convincing, counter-arguments (i.e., by questioning the stereotype), to protect them from its potential

399

negative effects.

400

As we noted above, our results held across samples from two sports (soccer and cricket) and

401

with sub-samples of both male and female athletes from each sport; in tests employing both within- and

402

between-group designs; and regardless of the specific content or scale of the stereotype. The key

403

seems to be simply that the association is firmly known by those to whom it pertains; the intervention

404

protected against impairment stemming from content as wide-ranging and varying in scale as gender

405

stereotypes, a national stereotype, and a stereotype about a specific team’s reputation and status within

406

its own league of competition.

407

We also employed reasonably high-level samples of participants (including some international

408

performers), our effect sizes ranged from moderate to large, and, mindful of ecological validity, we

409

conducted all experiments as part of regular training sessions. However, it is also true that in some

410

examples, we used well-skilled student athletes, and our effect sizes were higher when performance

411

was based on our measure of accuracy (in cricket) rather than goals scored (in soccer). These are

412

important points to consider, because the stereotype threat literature generally implies that effects

413

should be the most pronounced among athletes who are most invested—highly-skilled in and identified

414

with their sport as well as with the stereotyped group (Schmader et al., 2008; Smith & Martiny, 2018).

415

Further, it is worth noting that, although the literature in sport has recently flagged the importance of

416

this topic, the wider social psychology literature has begun to question the previously observed large

417

effects. As Shewach and colleagues noted in their recent meta-analysis, stereotype threat effects may

418

only be small, at best—the initially reported effects of much greater magnitude may have been inflated

419

by publication bias. This is not to suggest that this is the case within sport, or to negate the fact that
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420

such small effects “compounded over many individuals and across time, can yield substantial

421

consequences” (Shewach et al., 2019, p. 1), but it does necessitate caution.

422

Alongside the differences in performance assessment, we should note that some differences

423

between experimental procedures may also have influenced our results beyond those noted earlier

424

(such as the reduction in penalties taken in Experiment 3). The type of grass—real grass versus

425

artificial (rubber crumb) grass—varied across the experiments, although this perhaps speaks more to

426

the generalizability of the results across various conditions. Further, the change in experimenters across

427

the samples might also have influenced the results, because identification with experimenters can

428

influence participants to align their behavior with the goals of research (Haslam et al., 2019). Given the

429

consistent pattern of results across the present series of experiments, however, it is unclear how such

430

identification could explain differences of the form we observed. The role that identification with the

431

experimenter plays in producing performance and process effects in stereotype threat research would

432

nonetheless be worth exploring in future (see also Green et al., 2018). Another concern might be

433

whether the stereotypes we used in the present set of experiments were salient enough to actually be

434

experienced as “threatening” to the athletes. Although we noted our confidence, for example, that the

435

present samples of English soccer players were aware of the stereotype that English soccer players

436

choke in international competition, a measure of salience, agreement, interpretation, or appraisal could

437

have provided further argument for the relevance (and mechanism) of the stereotypes we used. We

438

would add that anyone seeking to further develop this work looking at gender should attend more

439

carefully to the specific language of the manipulation to equalize the strength of the manipulation

440

across stereotype domains and ensure that the wording does not unintentionally prime the stereotype

441

further. And finally, because there was no baseline performance assessment in Experiments 2 and 3,

442

we relied solely on random assignment as a tool for attempting to equalize pre-existing performance

443

variation; future work would do well to attend closely to ensuring this equalization.
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In summary, this research reminds us how powerful stereotype threat can be, and presents a

445

timely rejoinder to the message that its negative effects are unavoidable. As the field is beginning to

446

recognize, stereotype threat effects may be powerful, but they are not inevitable (see also Stafford,

447

2018). Targets of stereotypes can play an active and agentic role in questioning, resisting, and thereby

448

overcoming them.

449
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Footnotes
1

To rule out any potential differential effects between male and female cricketers (and given

594

their differential primed stereotypes), we also performed a mixed model (2: male/female by 3: phases)

595

analysis of variance. In this analysis, there was a significant main effect for phases (F1.51, 57.49 = 61.29,

596

p < .001), no main effect for gender (F1, 38 = 1.07, p = .31), and no interaction between gender and

597

phases (F1.51, 57.49 = .09, p = .86). The latter non-significant interaction implies that there was no

598

differential effect across phases between male and female cricketers.

599
600
601

2

Although it is not central to our focus in this article, it is worth noting that cognitive load also

appears to be an effective intervention, and thus further research here is warranted.
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602

Table 1

603

Means (SD) for mechanisms across the three conditions
Monitoring

Automaticity

Worry

Control

2.09 (.94)

3.75 (.92)

1.93 (.95)

Threat

3.57 (.93)

2.36 (1.08)

3.73 (1.13)

Questioning

2.66 (.94)

3.27 (1.02)

2.71 (1.05)

Condition

604
605
606
607

Note. Monitoring = conscious experiences of monitoring; Automaticity = automatically executing the
movement; Worry = worrying about messing up
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608

Figure 1

609

Changes in Soccer Players’ Mean Penalty Kick Performance across the three Phases in Experiment 1.

610
611
612

Note: Soccer players’ performance improved significantly from the threat to the questioning phase.
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613

Figure 2

614

Changes in Cricketers’ Mean Bowling Performance across the three Phases in Experiment 1.

615
616

Note: Cricketers’ performance improved across the three phases: Each performance increment was

617

independently significant.

618
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619

Figure 3

620

Differences in Soccer Players’ Mean Penalty Kick Performance between Conditions in Experiment 2.

621
622

Note: Soccer players scored significantly more penalties in the questioning condition than in the threat

623

condition.

624
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625

Figure 4

626

Differences in Soccer Players’ Mean Penalty Kick Performance between Conditions in Experiment 3.

627
628

Note: Soccer players scored significantly fewer penalties in the threat condition than in the control and

629

questioning conditions.

630
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Appendix A

632

Threat and Questioning Scripts across Experiments
Female
Soccer
Players

Female
Cricketers

633

Threat
“It is the perception of the general public, that
women are not as good as men at sport.
Women’s football in particular is seen as slow
and less technical, which may account for the
little media attention it receives in comparison
with men’s. It is felt by many that women are
less talented at football, especially in technical
skills, such as penalty-taking.”
“As you probably know, many people think that
women are not as good as men at sport,
especially when it comes to cricket. There’s
very little coverage of women’s cricket on TV
and nobody wants to pay to go and watch it as
they don’t expect a high quality game. A lot of
people think that men are much more talented
at cricket than women, especially in terms of
their technical ability in bowling.”

Male
Cricketers

“As you know, many people think that we don’t
deserve to be in this league. For example, it’s
well known that, although we got promoted into
this league before, we went straight back down
the next season, losing every game. So, we’re
just not taken as seriously as other teams, and
no-one expects a high quality game from us.
Speaking to some of the lads from [rival team],
they certainly don’t believe that we’re capable
of winning a game in this league and they see
us as an easy 20 points this season. Teams
believe that we are nowhere near as talented
at cricket as they are and our bowling attack is
the specific weakness.”

Male
Soccer
Players

“Okay, so in this experiment you’re being
tested on your ability to take penalties. I’m
doing this because as you know, many people
think that English footballers are terrible at
taking penalties. We’ve lost something like 7
out of the last 8 penalty shootouts in
international tournaments and I think other
teams know we can be counted upon to choke
in these situations. It must be something about
the English mentality, but we just don’t seem to
be able to handle the pressure of penalties”
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Questioning
“As you know, it’s completely crazy to think that
men are better than women at playing football
or even taking penalties. Women can be
amazing athletes and are at least as good as
men. The way they fail to get respect is
shocking.”
“As you know, it’s ridiculous to think that men
are much better at cricket than women,
especially when it comes to bowling. Women
may not be able to bowl quite as fast as men,
but that doesn’t mean that they have less
technical ability or are less accurate. There are
loads of great bowlers in women’s cricket—just
look at the England Ladies team! It’s shocking
that women don’t get the respect they deserve
in cricket.”
“As you know, it’s completely crazy to think that
we don’t deserve to be in this league. There’s
no reason to think we should go straight back
down again this season. Some might not think
we should be taken seriously, but if that’s what
they think, they’re going to be in for a shock, as
we will be bringing a high quality game with us.
We have been training hard as a team, we’re
all three years older and more experienced,
and also we have [player name] back this year
and other teams are afraid of him! We also
have our own pitch again this season, as last
time it was ruined due to the floods, and we all
know that home advantage is a great benefit;
nobody will want to play at [name of town]! As
last season showed, this league is where we
belong and the way we fail to get the respect
we deserve is just shocking. It’s going to be
different this season.”
“Okay, so in this experiment you’re being tested
on your ability to take penalties. I’m doing this
because as you know, some people think that
English footballers are naturally bad at taking
penalties, but that is completely ridiculous. It all
stems from a run of bad luck at penalty
shootouts in international tournaments but
that’s got nothing to do with talent. Our national
players score penalties all the time when they
are playing for their club teams and we’re pretty
good at shooting in general play. I think the way
we fail to get respect is completely
undeserved”.

